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How 2020 is shaping 2021

Throughout history,
every now and then, the
unprecedented happens.
Certainly, the year 2020
has proved just that.
A local outbreak of the novel
coronavirus quickly turned into a
global pandemic that overwhelmed
many healthcare systems and caused
a large number of deaths and much
suffering. Hoping to slow the spread of
the disease, a number of governments
imposed lockdown measures and
restrictions of varying degrees. This
devastated the global economy
during the first half of the year, with
growth weakening by more than
30%1 (seasonally adjusted annual
rate or SAAR) — much worse than
the downturn seen during the global
financial crisis of 2008/2009.
Economic activity was quick to restart
as lockdown measures were lifted,
leading to a sharp bounce in growth.
However, the apparent rebound had
nothing to do with fundamentals and
everything to do with the reopening.
Entering 2021, forecasting the exact
profile of the growth path ahead is
difficult, but we expect the global
economy to continue to grow strongly
and make up lost ground, especially as
a large-scale vaccination effort looks

We expect
developed
economies on
aggregate to
get back to
pre-coronavirus
levels late in
2021, with the
US reaching
end-2019
levels before
most of Europe.
increasingly likely. Governments are
likely to continue with their support
measures, aiding both consumers and
businesses. Central banks are expected
to be supportive for as far as the eye can
see, underpinning economic activity via
easy financial conditions.
Though the recent wave of new
COVID-19 cases will slow activity in

¹ Bloomberg Economics global GDP growth measure: cumulative growth over the first two quarters of 2020.

some economies in the near term,
it is unlikely to lead to a shutdown
on a scale seen earlier in the year.
The expected arrival of a vaccine
in early 2021 should also lead to a
sharp recovery in those sectors most
affected during the crisis. Though a
vaccine does not fix the problem at
a push of a button, it should have a
positive confidence effect and boost
aggregate demand.
One of the big uncertainties concerns
whether those economies will get back
to where they would have been had
the virus never hit. In other words, will
there be any permanent damage to
developed world economies? It is too
early to tell. Increased debt could hold
back the economy for years to come,
while accelerated technology use and
development may ultimately boost
the economy. Regardless of whether
there is permanent damage, when
those economies do recover, they will
look different, with some sectors and
businesses winning and some losing.
One long-term effect of the COVID-19
shutdowns will be an acceleration in
some structural changes.
The pattern of growth in China and
some parts of East Asia is different from
the rest of the world because their
lockdowns started and ended earlier,
and those territories have controlled
the virus much more effectively than
Europe and the US. In China, following
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a sharp contraction in activity during
the first quarter of 2020, the economy
started to recover. In fact, it didn’t
take long for it to break past the precoronavirus levels, and it is now well on
track to recover to where it would have
been had the virus never happened.
This pattern of growth is not uniform
across the emerging world — Latin
American countries are doing poorly,
and their paths ahead look much
more difficult. India’s economy was
devastated by lockdown and continued
restrictions. Russia has taken a heavy
hit from the fall in oil prices. We expect
many emerging markets (ex China)
broadly to follow the trajectory of
developed countries.
Inflation fell in 2020 as the global
economy contracted, throwing the
labor markets into disarray and any
wage growth pressures with it. We
expect inflation to be low in 2021 as
the newly opened-up capacity should
quickly absorb demand without leading
to consistent goods price pressures.
Also, with unemployment rates high, it
is unlikely that we will see any material
pick-up in wages — an essential
ingredient for inflation to rise on a
sustained basis. Looking much further
out, we believe there is a good case to
be made for inflation to rise, particularly
because central banks are more willing
to tolerate it.2 For example, the US
Federal Reserve (the Fed) announced a
new framework that argues for abovetarget (2%) inflation following periods
of below-target inflation. Other central
banks have not been as explicit, but
are likely to have some sympathy with
that approach. Also, in the same way
globalization suppressed inflation,
rising protectionism (because of trade
wars) and the need for more onshore
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supply chains (because of the virus) is
now leading to deglobalization, which
is inflationary. Finally, the coronavirus
response by various governments has
led to ballooning deficits and large debt
burdens that could lead to inflation
down the line. Although the upside
risks of inflation have grown (especially
over long time horizons), even if it does
rise, we do not believe inflation will run
out of control because of the secular
deflationary forces of technological
advancement and an aging population.
Equity markets have performed well
this year, with the broad index up
7%.3 However, this figure masks the
extreme moves we saw as investors first
reacted to the coronavirus narrative.
During February and March, as
COVID-19 spread and lockdown news
flooded media outlets, global equity
markets fell more than 34%,4 with “fear”
indicators hitting all-time highs. The
selling continued indiscriminately until
the narrative of stimulus took over,
propelling prices upwards again, with
technology stocks leading the way.
Looking forward, in an environment
of easy financial conditions due to
policy support and broadly improving
economic fundamentals, equities should
perform well. Within equities, we prefer
the more pro-cyclical segments and the
baskets of companies that have not fully
bounced back since the crisis.
Sovereign bond markets have done
well this year as the global economy
fell into recession, inflation fell and
investors flocked to safe-haven assets.
The yield on the 10-year US treasury fell
by 110 basis points (bps).5 Central banks
have become very supportive, cutting
rates where possible, announcing
more quantitative easing (QE) and,

2

importantly, supporting credit markets
via so-called credit easing. In the year
ahead, nominal rates should be stable
at shorter maturities as the central bank
stimulus measures continue. Bond
yields at longer maturities may drift
higher as economies recover.
Investment-grade corporate bonds (IG)
have had a very strong year. Though the
asset class did not escape the sell-off in
March, its return was cushioned by the
rally in duration. High-yield corporate
bonds (HY) followed a similar pattern,
albeit with a deeper March drawdown.6
Looking forward, we believe both
types of credit (but especially HY)
should continue to do well as stimulus
measures continue and the global
economy is entering a fundamental
recovery phase.
It has been a volatile year in the
currency markets, too. In March, when
the sell-off in equities and credit turned
into a broad liquidity crisis, it seemed
the only asset anyone wanted to hold
was the US dollar. That led to a sharp
appreciation in the global reserve
currency. However, shortly afterwards
when the central bank measures were
announced, the US dollar started giving
up the gains. The euro has rallied year
to date (YTD), partially driven by the
weak US dollar and partially driven by
the European Union (EU) recovery fund
implications. The yen, a safe-haven
currency, has strengthened YTD.
Emerging market currencies have
been under pressure all year on the
back of negative investment flows and
weakened current account positions.
Looking forward, we think the factors
that were supporting the US dollar up
until 2020 are largely gone.
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Mercer. "Beware of Inflation," July 2020, available at www.mercer.com/our-thinking/wealth/beware-of-inflation.html.
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MSCI World Total Return Index (USD) as of November 6, 2020.
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Bloomberg (between February 12 and March 23, 2020).
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All data as of November 6, 2020.
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Mercer. "Time to Buy," September 2020, available at www.mercer.com/our-thinking/wealth/time-to-buy-high-yield-debt-revisited.html?hjkjlk.
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The monetary policies between the
largest central banks have converged,
and the US fiscal position has
weakened sharply in order to fund the
extraordinary stimulus measures. We
therefore favor the euro, the yen and
emerging market currencies in 2021.
The outlook for the UK pound sterling
depends on Brexit negotiations.
One of the key risks to financial
markets is the coronavirus. At the time
of writing, Europe is in the midst of a
second wave of infections, which has
prompted new lockdowns in a number
of large economies such as the
UK, Germany and France. We believe
worldwide lockdowns are less likely,
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and we are cautiously optimistic that
the current restrictions will be shorter
and more pragmatic. Part of the reason
for that is elevated levels of testing,
but the younger demographic of the
infected is also resulting in fewer deaths.
The vaccine appears to be almost
here — both Pfizer and Moderna have
announced their front-runners are 95%
effective against COVID-19. This means
at-risk populations in the developed
world should be inoculated in early
2021. Though it will take a while for
countries to reach herd immunity,
vaccines will help life get back to normal.
Another key worry is the re-escalation
of the US–China tensions. With Joe
Biden as the US President, policy is

likely to be more predictable, but
the underlying challenges facing his
administration will be the same as
those facing the Trump administration
given that the anti-China sentiment is
bipartisan. Frictions on technological
and intellectual property fronts are
likely to continue, leading to an
occasional bout of market volatility.

3
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The global economy
During the first two
quarters of 2020,
the global economy
weakened by three
times more than
during the global
financial crisis.

What started as a local outbreak of the novel coronavirus
in the Hubei province of China quickly turned into a global
pandemic, which at the time of writing, has infected more than
50 million (see Figure 1) and killed well over a million people.
To fight the virus, many governments opted for the lockdown
approach, which meant people were ordered to stay at home
and numerous economic activities came to a halt. Although
an effective approach to reduce person-to-person transmission,
the lockdown did inflict severe economic damage and cause a
very deep recession. During the first two quarters of 2020, the
global economy weakened by three times more than during
the global financial crisis (see Figure 2).7

Figure 1. COVID-19 confirmed cases
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Figure 2. Global growth (quarterly SAAR)
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Extraordinary times have prompted extraordinary policy
responses. To bridge the economic gap, governments
announced a package of support measures ranging from
furlough schemes and generous unemployment benefits to
special credit facilities for businesses.8 All these measures
were designed to keep consumers and businesses afloat
until the spread of the virus was contained and some kind of
economic normality restored. Central banks were also quick
to react by slashing interest rates where possible and
expanding their asset purchases programs. These measures
successfully reduced the cost of capital and led to very easy
financial conditions. These will be instrumental in helping
the economy get back on its feet.
Following a deep recession during the first half of the year, the
global economy started to rebound as cases of COVID-19 fell.
The recovery comes in two distinct stages. The first stage is a
pick-up in economic activity simply because an economy has
reopened (see Figure 3). We saw that happen over the third

8

The size of fiscal stimulus measures sourced from Goldman Sachs.

quarter in most developed and some emerging countries.
The second stage is a more fundamental pick-up in economic
activity, which should bring us back to pre-coronavirus levels
and beyond. It could be fast, it could be slow, depending on
how quickly businesses are confident enough to spend, on
vaccine and drug development and to what extent the new
wave of infections leads to economic activity restrictions
and changes in consumer behavior. Vaccine news has been
very positive. Both Pfizer and Moderna have announced very
effective vaccines, and AstraZeneca and Johnson & Johnson
are not far behind in their development. Governments and
central banks are likely to continue their support measures for
a while to come. Against this backdrop, we believe developed
economies are likely to get back to pre-coronavirus levels in
late 2021. Recovery in the emerging world should be quicker,
led by China. In fact, at the time of writing, the Chinese
economy has largely recovered to where it would have been
had the virus not happened.

The road to recovery: Market outlook 2021
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There is a long, ongoing debate on whether this downturn
has caused any permanent damage to the global economy.
In other words, will the economy rebound to where it would
have been had the virus never happened? (The purple line in
Figure 3 illustrates a recovery with no permanent damage;
the dark-blue dotted line shows a scenario with permanent

damage.) It is too early to say. On the one hand, the virus
has accelerated several structural trends that may boost
growth, such as changes to working practices and the use of
technology. On the other hand, it has burdened the global
economy with high debt levels that may decrease growth,
particularly over the medium term.

Figure 3. Recovery model example (back to pre-COVID levels in late 2021)
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Deep dive into regions

US
The US economy contracted sharply in
the first half of 2020, driven by the
lockdown measures designed to limit
the spread of the coronavirus. The first
two quarters saw real GDP fall by 5% and
31% SAAR, respectively. The labor market
deteriorated sharply, with over 33 million9
people filing for unemployment benefits
in March and April alone. The government
was quick to react by announcing
numerous support measures that ranged
from stimulus checks for consumers to
loan guarantees for affected businesses
(the measures amount to around 13% of
US GDP). As the lockdown measures were
lifted, economic activity rebounded and
Q3 GDP was at 33% SAAR (Q4 forecast is
around 3% SAAR10). However, we believe
that rebound in growth had nothing to
do with economic fundamentals and
everything to do with reopening.

9

Bloomberg — US jobless claims weekly series.

10

All growth forecast figures sourced from J.P. Morgan.

11

Core inflation measure (PCE), end of September data.

Going forward, we expect economic
activity to continue to rebound on the
back of supportive policy measures,
large pent-up demand because of
elevated savings rates in 2020, generally
improving business outlook and easy
financial conditions. These should bring
the US economy back to start-of-2020
levels late in 2021.
At the time of writing, the nail-biting US
election has come to an end, with Joe
Biden projected to win the presidency.
The Democratic Party, however, came up
short in the congressional races. Unless
its candidates manage to win both
January runoff elections in Georgia, the
majority control in the US Senate will
remain with the Republican Party. This
means the Biden administration may
struggle to legislate in the next two

years (until the mid-term elections),
and the likelihood for a large stimulus
package in 2021 is lower. However, we
still expect both parties to agree on
virus-response fiscal measures.
Inflation in the US has fallen sharply,
currently reading at 1.5%.11 We could
certainly make a case for inflation to
rise in the long term on the back of high
debt levels, a deglobalization narrative
and central banks more willing to
tolerate an inflation overshoot (see
the Monetary Policy Outlook section).
However, we do not see inflationary
pressures building in 2021, because
the labor markets will take a while to
recover before that leads to a pickup in wage growth.

The road to recovery: Market outlook 2021
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Eurozone
Economic growth in the eurozone
completely collapsed during the first
half of the year due to strict lockdown
measures to contain the spread of the
coronavirus. The first two quarters saw
real GDP fall by 14% and 39% SAAR,
respectively. Unlike in the US, where
the government supported those
receiving unemployment benefits
(which incentivized temporary layoffs),
European governments offered to
pay employees’ salaries. Shielded
by furlough schemes, the European
unemployment rate has only risen
modestly. As the furlough schemes
expire (or are replaced by less-generous
schemes), the unemployment rate in
Europe should rise sharply.
12

In addition to nation-specific fiscal
measures (around 4% of GDP),
European countries have come together
to launch a EUR750 billion recovery
fund — the first time the EU has been
willing to engage in large-scale fiscal
transfers funded by commonly issued
debt. In addition to supporting growth
over the next few years, the recent
measures taken by the EU establish a
precedent for future risk-sharing. The
fund also takes the pressure off the
European Central Bank (ECB), which
up to this point was doing most of
the heavy lifting.
After the restrictions were lifted,
eurozone GDP rebounded by around

All inflation measures are core (excluding food and energy), end of September data

61% SAAR during Q3. The path ahead
is tricky, especially in light of the newly
imposed restrictions (Q4 GDP growth
forecast is around -9% SAAR). However,
as stimulus measures continue and
the virus is brought under control, we
expect the economy to recover to previrus levels in late 2021 or early 2022.
European inflation as of the end of Q3
is at 0.2%12 year over year. Similarly to
the US, we can make a case for inflation
to rise in the longer term; however, we
expect it to be subdued and well below
the central bank 2% target in 2021 and
for the next few years.

The road to recovery: Market outlook 2021
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Japan
The Japanese economy was struggling
even before the coronavirus. Following
the increase in the consumption tax
and a peak in the corporate CapEx
cycle in late 2019, the economy entered
2020 having shrunk 7% SAAR in Q4
2019. Although restrictions on activity
were limited relative to other major
economies, the economy still shrank
by 2% and 28% SAAR during the first
two quarters of 2020, respectively, as
weak external demand weighed on
an already mixed domestic economic
picture. Postponing the 2020 Olympics
— an event that generates significant
economic activity — did not help
either. In response to the recession, the
government announced ample fiscal
stimulus (around 6% of GDP), including

cash payouts, tax deferrals, business
continuity support and generous
loan facilities.
As restrictions were lifted internally
and the global economy returned to
some kind of normality, the Japanese
economy bounced back by 21% SAAR,
with another 8% forecast for Q4. The
pace of the recovery from this point
will depend on a similar set of factors
to that of the eurozone and the US:
government stimulus, virus dynamics,
business spending and the way the
global economic recovery drives export
demand. However, nuances of the
Japanese labor market that add a time
lag between decelerating economic
activity and increases in unemployment

could see a more sluggish rebound in
consumer spending as contract workers
fear for their job security. In our central
case, the recovery trajectory in Japan
should be slightly slower than that of
the eurozone. The new Prime Minister
Yoshihide Suga does not change
much, but places a stronger focus on
minor microeconomic reforms and
less on the reflationary priorities of his
predecessor Shinzo Abe.
Inflation in Japan is low at 0% year
over year and is likely to continue to be
low — well below the Bank of Japan’s
targeted 2% in 2021 and beyond.

The UK
The pattern of growth in the UK has
been similar to that of its developed
market counterparts. First, growth
fell sharply because of the restrictive
measures (Q1: -9%, Q2: -60% SAAR),
and then it rebounded sharply as the
lockdown was lifted (Q3: +80% SAAR).
The Q4 forecast is -6% SAAR in light
of new restrictions announced at
the end of October. The fiscal policy
support has been extraordinary, with
the government enacting a generous
furlough scheme, offering tax deferrals
and government-guaranteed loans,
and other measures, amounting to
around 10% of UK GDP. At the same
time, the UK also has a political issue
to deal with as its divorce from the EU
enters the final stages. After the UK
left the EU in January 2020, it entered
a transition period — 11 months to
agree the new trading relationship
between the UK and the EU. At the time
of writing, the UK is still negotiating
whether to strike a deal (which would

mean a "hard" and a wholly new trading
relationship with the EU and the world)
or exit the transition period without
a deal (which means leaving without
any basis for trade). We are of the view
that, regardless of the outcome, the UK
economy will take a permanent hit.
Inflation in the UK is at 1.3% year over
year, and we see little reason for it to
accelerate over the next year. Although
we could make a case for inflation to
rise over the medium to long term.

The road to recovery: Market outlook 2021
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Emerging markets
Emerging economies did not escape the effects of the virus
either, although the pattern is slightly different because of the
"China effect." Because the virus originated in China, China
was the first country to enter lockdown. Unlike the rest of
the world, where the bulk of the contraction occurred during
Q2 2020, Chinese growth dropped in Q1 (-36% SAAR). As
lockdown was lifted, growth bounced back during Q2 and Q3
(+57% in Q2 and +8% in Q3 SAAR, respectively; Q4 forecast
at 12%). In fact, impressively, the Chinese economy has
broken past the level it started the year at and is well on track
to return to where it would have been had the virus never
happened. What makes the rebound even more impressive is
the fact that both the monetary and fiscal support measures
were low relative to other countries. Other large east Asian
economies such as South Korea and Taiwan followed a
similar trajectory.

with the lockdown dynamics. Although governments acted
promptly to counter the downturn, stimulus measures
were more modest compared to developed countries as
deteriorating fiscal positions created significant currency
pressures (due to borrowing in foreign currency).
Looking forward, we believe growth in the emerging world
should continue to rebound and eventually get back to
where it would have been had the virus never happened. Of
course, significant risks remain, such as further and sharp
deterioration in the US–China relationship that would prompt
conflicts on trade and technology fronts. Following the win by
Joe Biden, the US–China relationship is unlikely to get much
better; however, unlike under the Trump administration, the
prospect of tariff-based trade wars is much less likely.

The rest of the emerging world — especially India and Latin
American countries — experienced a pattern of growth similar
to the developed world: a sharp contraction during the first
two quarters and a sharp rebound during the third, consistent

Figure 4. Global growth forecast (end of October, 2020)
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Monetary policy outlook
Facing one of the deepest and sharpest
recessions ever, the monetary authorities
provided unprecedented support. They
acted on a global scale and broadly in
coordination with the stimulus measures
announced by the fiscal authorities.
In the US, the Fed slashed rates to
0%–0.25% range (from 1.5%–1.75% at
the start of the year), expanded its asset
purchase program and announced
measures to fix the US dollar liquidity
issues. It also started intervening in
credit markets by buying both investmentgrade corporate bonds and high-yield
exchange traded funds. We expect

the Fed (and other central banks) to
use "credit easing" as one of the key
levers going forward. The ECB was not
willing to cut rates deeper into the
negative territory (as the effectiveness
of negative interest rate policy is
doubtful), but expanded its asset
purchases and improved bank lending
terms instead. The Bank of Japan kept
rates on hold but expanded caps for its
asset purchase programs. The Bank of
England cut the bank rate from 0.75%
to 0.1%, expanded its asset purchases
and provided cheap loans to banks
with extra incentives if those loans go to
small and midsize enterprises.

Central banks in the emerging world
announced a whole load of monetary
support measures too. Monetary
authorities within emerging markets
cut rates by around 100bps (similar to
developed world countries).

Figure 5. Central bank balance sheet as a percentage of GDP
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Looking forward, we expect central
banks to be supportive for as far as
the eye can see. Following a mid2020 monetary policy review, the Fed
announced it is willing to tolerate an
inflation overshoot (which means
above the 2% target) to make sure
that, on average, inflation was around
target. To put it another way, if the
inflation rate has been below target for
some time, the Fed will aim for it to be
above target for some time. In addition,
the Fed announced it changed the
way it thinks about the labor market.
Under the old framework, when the
unemployment rate fell below the
natural rate of unemployment, the Fed
would expect wage growth to rise and
inflation to rise. Under that expectation,

© 2020 Mercer LLC. All rights reserved.

Central banks
will continue to
be supportive for
a long time.
the Fed would pre-emptively tighten
its monetary policy. Under the new
framework, the Fed will only consider
tightening its monetary policy when
inflation actually picks up (rather than
the expectations). This effectively
creates an easing bias in its policy.
Should the unemployment rate rise,

12

the Fed will ease its policy; should
the unemployment rate fall, it will
only tighten when it sees actual wage
growth and actual inflation. Other
central banks may follow.
The Fed aside, we do not expect any
other central bank (in the developed
world) to become less supportive in
2021. Only when we see growth back
to normal and inflationary pressures
building up will there be cautious
discussions about rate hikes and/or
reducing asset purchases. In other
words, central banks will continue to
be supportive for a long time, which
should continue to create easy financial
conditions — an important ingredient
in the economic recovery narrative.

The road to recovery: Market outlook 2021
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Markets outlook

Equities
Looking at the year-to-date global equity market performance
numbers only, one could mistakenly conclude it has been a quiet,
broadly positive year for both developed and emerging market
stocks (up 7% and 8%, respectively13). That, however, does not
even begin to describe the roller coaster 2020 has been.
Equity markets were quick to reflect the virus impact, pricing
in a recession and entirely collapsed earnings in a number of
industries. For example, the S&P 500 index dropped around
34%14 from the peak in February in just a month (before
bottoming on March 23). All other equity markets followed
suit, as investors sold indiscriminately. What began as a
sell-off reflecting weak growth prospects ultimately led to a
liquidity crisis whereby the only asset class in demand was
the US dollar.
In March, it became evident that governments and central
banks were willing to do everything they could to bridge the
economic gap and ensure the proper functioning of financial
markets. Comforted by the policy response and peaking first
wave of COVID-19 cases, equity markets started to recover,
with the S&P 500 index rallying around 56% since the bottom.
Much of that, however, was driven by a select basket of
technology stocks, leading to huge sectoral dispersions.
In fact, the index capturing the performance of the US
technology stocks (Nasdaq Composite) is up 34% YTD (73%
rally since the bottom) as investors bought the coronavirus
winners and sold losers (see Figure 6 for a comparison of the
performance of Zoom (a virus winner) and American Airlines
(a virus loser).

13

Source: Bloomberg; figures correct at 6 November 2020, MSCI indices

14

All S&P 500 index and Nasdaq Composite figures sourced from Bloomberg

The S&P 500 index
dropped around
34% from the
peak in February
in just a month
(before bottoming
on March 23).
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Figure 6. Winner vs loser ($100 invested)
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Figure 7. Growth vs value
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With all the focus shifting toward growth and technology
stocks, value has lagged substantially (around 39%15 — see
Figure 7). Regionally, European companies lagged — flat
YTD, worsened by renewed lockdowns in major economies.
The UK equities struggled, still down by around 22% YTD.16
Emerging market equities have done well YTD, although
significant regional divergence remains, with Asian equities
leading the charge.

15

Equities have become more expensive this year because
the rebound in prices was not matched by a quick rebound
in earnings. However, when compared against other asset
classes, equities do not look expensive (see Figure 8, which
demonstrates US equities are not expensive when compared
to bonds with data going back to 1964). Within equities, there
is a significant divergence in valuation, with "forgotten" stocks
and sectors trading at material discount to the world and
especially to US equities (see Figure 917).

Figure 8. S&P 500 equity risk premium
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In US dollar terms, MSCI indices, November 6, 2020.
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Both the UK and eurozone returns are in US dollar terms, MSCI indices, November 6, 2020.
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Long-term price to earnings ratio: latest price divided by 10-year average real earnings per share; source: Bloomberg.
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Figure 9. Expanded equity valuations, especially in the US
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Government bonds
Looking forward, we believe corporate earnings are likely
to rebound as the world returns to some kind of economic
normality. Also, we believe the cost of capital should remain
low, underpinning very loose financial conditions. Against
this backdrop, we believe equities are likely to do well in 2021.
Within equities, we have a slight preference to the more procyclical segments, such as the small cap equities. We also have
a modest preference for emerging market equities because of
our central view that the US dollar should weaken.
After the sell-off in March, even as equity prices were rebounding,
we saw a lot of hesitance in the market to buy stocks, which
is why many market participants missed the ensuing rally. In
our view, one of the lessons learned this year is the power of
staying invested. As we write this paper, the sentiment on
equities has been broadly positive, with investors using the
pull-backs in prices as entry points to what they believe could
soon be the start of a pro-cyclical recovery.

Global government bonds rallied strongly in 2020 as
economic growth collapsed and inflation expectations fell
sharply. In addition, central banks slashed rates and increased
the volume of government bond purchases (among other
things), supporting bond prices further. The yields on US
10-year government bonds fell by 110bps. Although nominal
bond yields fell to almost as low as they can (in a number of
countries the full curve is negative yielding — see Figures
10 and 11), real yields kept falling. In other words, the real
cost of capital has fallen to significantly negative levels
(see Figure 12).
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Figure 10. German curve — all negative
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Figure 11. Government bond yields
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Figure 12. Nominal and real yields
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In 2021, we expect bond yields in developed markets to rise
modestly. Alhough central banks will continue to anchor
short-dated bond yields close to zero, longer-dated bond
yields may rise as economic recovery continues.
In our central case, where growth rebounds and inflation
expectations start to modestly build up, real yields should
stay largely unmoved.
With global monetary policy largely converged, we don’t
believe there is much room for regional divergence in
sovereign debt performance in 2021, at least for developed
countries. Over a longer-term horizon, we believe there is
a good case to be made for higher yields in the developed
world as inflation rises and we progress through the new
business cycle. That, however, is more of a story for 3–4
years down the line.

Over a longer-term
horizon, we believe
there is a good
case to be made for
higher yields in the
developed world
as inflation rises
and we progress
through the new
business cycle.
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Credit
2020 was quite a year in credit markets. The March dislocation
in both the investment-grade and high-yield markets was
not far off that seen during the global financial crisis of
2008/2009. In March, the spread (the difference in yield
between the corporate and government bond — see Figure
13) on investment-grade bonds ballooned to just under
350bps, while the spread on high-yield bonds rose to as
high as 1200bps.

as far as announcing it would purchase high-yield exchange
traded funds (as well as buying the investment-grade credit
outright). That coupled with huge fiscal stimulus measures
limited the extent of default activity and allowed companies
to raise financing with ease. Policy support and an improving
economic outlook has led to a rebound in both investmentgrade and high-yield bond markets, with spreads coming in
sharply to close to long-term averages.

What began as a sell-off, pricing in a significant number of
downgrades and defaults, quickly turned into a liquiditydriven sell-off. During the peak of the crisis in March, very
few of the low-quality corporate bonds were able to change
hands, which further accelerated the repricing.

Looking forward, we believe both the investment-grade and
high-yield markets will continue to perform well, with a
preference for the latter, as lower-credit-quality bonds should
do better in a pro-cyclical market environment and valuations are
more attractive. Also, should another crisis happen, we believe
central banks, having used up most of their interest rate and QE
policy ammunition, will continue to intervene in credit markets
as a stimulus measure, rewarding those who own those assets.

However, it quickly became apparent that central banks were
here to help on an unprecedented scale. In fact, the Fed went

Figure 13. Credit spreads
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Emerging market debt
(local currency)
Returns in emerging market local currency bonds are driven by
two factors: the return bonds generate in their local currency
terms and the performance of those currencies against
developed market currencies. Though it was a very positive
year for bond prices in local currency terms as emerging central
banks announced numerous stimulus measures, they did
not do well in US dollar terms as emerging market currencies
depreciated by over 10% YTD.
Looking forward, we do not think there is much more room
for emerging markets bond yields to fall given their historical
lows (see Figure 14 ). We do believe, however, that the
US dollar is likely to weaken against the emerging market
currencies, although significant risks remain.

Figure 14. Emerging market debt government (local)
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Foreign exchange
Perhaps surprisingly, one of the strongest currencies YTD has
been the euro (which appreciated 4% on a trade-weighted
basis ). The US dollar fell 3%, the yen rose 3% and the UK
pound sterling fell 5%, while the broad index reflecting the
performance of emerging markets currencies fell 10%.
Looking forward, we believe there is a good case to be made
for a weaker US dollar on valuation grounds (see Figure 15)
and the absence of significant yield pick-up from investing
in US bonds, because interest rates are universally low. In
addition, the current account position in the US is likely to
worsen in order to fund the extreme fiscal deficit that helped
stimulate the economy during 2020. In other words, the
US will need to borrow more and more externally to fund
domestic spending needs, which should put pressure on the
US dollar to weaken.

Figure 15. Overvalued/undervalued? (Based on purchasing power parity)
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Figure 16. US dollar index
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Against what? Good question. Emerging market currencies
should appreciate against the US dollar on valuation
grounds (see Figure 17). However, weakened current account
positions coupled with uncertain US–China relations add a
layer of caution. We think there is a good case to be made
for the Japanese yen to strengthen because it is trading at
a significant discount to fundamental value and its central
bank is unlikely to increase stimulus relative to the other key

central banks. Looking through the coronavirus volatility in
the next few months/quarters, we like the prospects of the
euro because of the lower euro break-up premium now that
the fiscal-sharing mechanism (the EU recovery fund) has been
announced. The outlook for the UK pound sterling depends
on whether the UK strikes a Brexit deal — either outcome
poses risks to the UK’s economic prospects in the medium
term, even if a deal provides a short-term boost.

Figure 17. Emerging market currencies
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